The First Noel

One good way to get a lot out of playing these pieces is to learn the melodies first, then harmonize them yourself, then compare with given harmonizations.

Chord diagrams are suggestions; other chord forms are also possible.
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"The First Noel" - Ted Greene Arrangement

D 7th pos.
Bm 2nd pos.
F#m 7th pos.
G/9 6th pos.
A11 9th pos.
F#m7 7th pos.
D 9th pos.
F#m 5th pos.
G 7th pos.
D 7th pos.
A9 5th pos.
A7 7th pos.
Bm 5th pos.
G/9 5th pos.
A7sus 5th pos.
D 5th pos.

Noel, Noel, Noel.
Noel.
Noel.
Born is the King of
Is ravel!
One good way to get started on playing these pieces is to learn the melodies first, then harmonize them yourself, then compare with given harmonizations.